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PERSPECTIVES FOR PROOF UNWINDING BY
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES TECHNIQUES
DANKO ILIK
Abstract. In this chapter, we propose some future directions of work, po-
tentially beneficial to Mathematics and its foundations, based on the recent
import of methodology from the theory of programming languages into proof
theory. This scientific essay, written for the audience of proof theorists as
well as the working mathematician, is not a survey of the field, but rather a
personal view of the author who hopes that it may inspire future and fellow
researchers.
1. Introduction
We cannot hope to prove that every definition, every symbol, every
abbreviation that we introduce is free from potential ambiguities, that it
does not bring about the possibility of a contradiction that might not
otherwise have been present.
N. Bourbaki [Bou49]
There is an error, I can confess now. Some 40 years after the paper
was published, the logician Robert M. Solovay from the University of
California sent me a communication pointing out the error. I thought:
“How could it be?” I started to look at it and finally I realized [. . .]
John F. Nash Jr. [RS15]
Mathematics arises from all sorts of application or insights but in the
end must always consist of proofs, [but] although a real proof is not
simply a formalized document but a sequence of ideas and insights, [a]
real proof is not something just probably correct.
Saunders Mac Lane [ML97]
What constitutes a real proof is a question at the origin of mathematical logic.
In effect, a real proof is one that can be reduced to the use of only a few accepted
‘ideal’ principles such as the axioms for a set theory like ZFC. And yet certain ideal
principles are far from self-evident as Euclid’s axiomatic method would require
them to be. Proof theory was conceived by Hilbert with the program to further
“recognize the non-contradictory character of all the usual [ideal] mathematical
methods without exceptions”. Around 1960, these concerns were addressed for the
theory of arithmetic and analysis in the so called modified Hilbert program using
the early models of computation—proof theory was also pivotal for the development
of computer science (Hilbert’s Entscheidungsproblem).
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Applying mathematical rigor to formal proofs as the object of study brought an
answer to the question of what a real proof is: a formal proof can be given semantics
in terms of Go¨del’s system T and Spector’s bar recursion, thereby eliminating logic
in favor of pure computation. However, these early models of computation that
were used to provide the answer to the consistency question, although satisfying in
terms of precision, are cumbersome to use in practice.
Firstly, it is far from clear why the old computational interpretations are the
right ones, for it is often hard to distinguish them (bar recursion) from brute force
search procedures. We would like to understand the computational answer to the
main consistency questions in terms of modern and more finely grained computing
abstractions, such as the ones developed over the course of the past four decades in
the theory of programming languages—for research on (natural) models of compu-
tation surely did not end with the invention of the Turing machine and recursive
function theory.
Secondly, the cumbersome machinery, although ingenious, makes it difficult to
address the next level of research questions. Once that we have the answer to
what a real proof is, we need to know what constitutes the essential data of a
proof—curiously, this question of finding criteria of greatest simplicity for proofs
was already listed as 24th in Hilbert’s famous list of open problems, but being
premature was not included among the ones finally published [Thi03].
The title of this chapter refers to proof unwinding, the pioneering research pro-
gram from the 1950’s of Georg Kreisel [Luc96], who started to use the computational
approach, not for foundational purposes, but to extract numerical content from ac-
tual mathematical arguments. We aim at the working mathematician, a term used
by Bourbaki [Bou49] who meant by it a researcher with a pragmatic attitude to-
ward foundations. The time is ripe for a leap forward, both in foundations and
unwinding applications. The present chapter has as goal to propose bringing proof
unwinding on a par with the latest computing abstractions from the theory of pro-
gramming languages, with the ambition to turn such streamlined proof theoretic
methods into a toolbox readily used by the working mathematician, rather than
the rare specialist in proof theory as it has been the case up to now.
2. New Unwinding Toolbox
Conducted with the goal:
“To determine the constructive (recursive) content or the construc-
tive equivalent of the non-constructive concepts and theorems used
in mathematics” [Kre58],
Kreisel’s research program applied the proof theory of the day, namely Hilbert’s
ǫ-substitution method, Herbrand’s theorem, and the no-counterexample interpre-
tation, combined with then brand new theory of recursive functions, to extract new
bounds and algorithms from prima facie ineffective proofs. But, even in the hands of
masters, the early unwinding methodology was apparently difficult to apply, if one
is to judge from the lapses of time in between applications: Littlewood’s theorem
by Kreisel in 1951 [Kre51], Artin’s proof of Hilbert’s 17th problem by Kreisel first
in 1957 and again in 1978 [Del96]), the Thue-Siegel-Roth theorem by Kreisel and
Macintyre in 1982 and Luckhardt in 1989 [KM82, Luc89], Van der Waerden’s theo-
rem by Girard in 1987 [Gir87]. The unwinding methods are so complex that there
are even doubts cast on some of the results by authorities in proof theory [Fef96].
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However, there is a more recent application of unwinding to functional analysis in
the proof mining program of Kohlenbach [Koh05]. This very successful unwinding
program has at its methodological core the classic unwinding approach using Kol-
mogorov’s double-negation translation (1929) and Go¨del’s functional ‘Dialectica’
interpretation (1941).
In parallel, in constructive mathematics, there have been equally significant
results in the program of constructive analysis [BB85] and constructive algebra
[MR88, LQ11], although these are primarily theory reconstruction programs and
rely little on direct application of proof theoretic methods to unwind ineffective
proofs.
But, both mining and research in constructive mathematics have not sought
to reap the benefits of notable proof theoretic advances directly inspired by the
theory of programming languages. This theory, a continuation of the work on the
early models of computation, has arrived at highly abstract notions for structuring
programs. We shall now describe the proof theoretic state-of-the-art for three such
proof unwinding techniques. This new methodology will be referred to as the
unwinding toolbox.
2.1. Computational Side-Effects. The first of these methods concerns computa-
tional side-effect. Namely, since the work of Griffin [Gri90], it has been known that
the principle of proof by contradiction can be interpreted by a programming lan-
guage mechanism (a computational side-effect) for control operators. Although, in
absence of mathematical axioms additional to the reductio-ad-absurdum principle,
control operators provide not much more than a very elegant way to obtain Her-
brand’s theorem (an important very early result on classical first-order logic from
1930), in presence of additional axioms like induction or choice, when Herbrand’s
theorem no longer holds, one begins to get new results. For instance, by the use of
computational side-effects, in set theory, Krivine has managed to extend Cohen’s
forcing method from the usual sets of conditions to realizability algebras [Kri].
However, the promise that control operators can turn every proof by contradic-
tion into an effective one is a mirage: there are classically provable formulas whose
effective proof would allow to decide the Halting problem. Whether an ineffectively
proved formula can be unwound, in general needs to be considered on a case-by-
case basis. Nevertheless, there are whole classes of formulas which we know can be
unwound upfront, like the class of Π02-formulas. Delimiting control operators only
to formulas in these classes allows to get a new constructive logic. This logic still
respects the existence property, characteristic of intuitionistic logic that is at the
bases of current constructive mathematics, but the obtained new constructive logic
manages to prove intuitionistically non-provable principles.
For instance, Herbelin [Her10] showed that Markov’s principle (MP),
¬¬∃xA0(x)→ ∃xA0(x),
where x ∈ N and A0 is quantifier-free, an axiom crucial for constructive proofs
of completeness of first-order logic [Ili10], can be interpreted with the help of
a computational side-effect known as (delimited) exceptions. The author further
showed [Ili12] that the double negation shift principle (DNS),
∀x¬¬A(x) → ¬¬∀xA(x),
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where x ∈ N, a principle crucial for the interpretation of the classical axiom of
choice—and that has only been interpreted before by the generally-recursive schema
of bar recursion—can be interpreted computationally by a generalization of the
exceptions effect to so called delimited continuations, or delimited control operators.
The key observation from these results is that—when delimited—computational
side-effects like control operators can be used to unwind ineffective proofs and at
the same time not run into non-decidability problems. The newly obtained logics
are intermediate logics, in between classical and intuitionistic logic, and take the
best of both worlds.
These results are controversial from the point of view of the orthodox construc-
tive mathematician who is used to intuitionistic logic as first codified by Heyting’s
analysis of Brouwer’s work in intuitionistic mathematics. Namely, the only pre-
vious computational interpretation of MP were either trivial (as given by Go¨del’s
functional interpretation) or proceeded by unbounded search. As for DNS, the
computational interpretation was only given by the generally-recursive bar recur-
sion schema, whose termination must be ensured by Brouwer’s bar induction or
continuity principle. As unbounded/general recursion can lead to an inconsistent
formal system, intuitionists have been understandably wary of accepting these prin-
ciple. By replacing the mentioned computational interpretations by computation-
ally meaningful realizers, we not only propose to intuitionists to reconsider the
constructivity of principles like MP and DNS, but we are re-establishing the link
between modern proof theory and one of the offspring of Hilbert’s proof theory, the
theory of programming languages.
A further principle interpreted in this way, in a joint work of Nakata and the
author [IN14], was the open induction principle,
∀α(∀β < α(β ∈ U)→ α ∈ U)→ ∀α(α ∈ U),
where α, β range over Cantor space and U is open. This principle is the only
known equivalent form of the axiom of choice that is stable under double-negation
translation (even if we replace Cantor space by Baire space). The principle is also
interesting for combinatorics, where it leads to a direct version of Nash-Williams’
proof of Kruskal’s tree theorem [Vel01], as well as in algebra where it is used to
replace Zorn’s lemma [Sch13].
We finally mention a last result [Ili14a], still in review, on the nature of the
programming-language inspired proof rules. It concerns higher-type primitive re-
cursion—Go¨del’s system T—versus general recursion—Spector’s bar recursion. Na-
mely, already in 1979, Schwichtenberg has shown that bar recursion of type 0 and
1 does not allow to define functions beyond system T [Sch79]. Since a previous
analysis of Kreisel [Kre59] shows that these types are sufficient for all practical
purposes (realizing Σ02-theorems), it follows that we know for a long time that we
should not need bar recursion for the computational interpretation of ideal proof
principles. What we proposed is how to circumvent bar recursion and generate
System T terms directly, using delimited control operators as an intermediary step.
This also shows that the extensions of system T with computational side-effects are
in fact conservative extensions. In order to establish this fact, we relied on partial
evaluation, the second set of techniques of our unwinding toolbox that we explain
in the following subsection.
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2.2. Partial Evaluation and Formalization. The second programming lan-
guages method that we intend to employ for proof unwinding concerns formalization
of proofs in proof assistant software and, more specifically, the use of formalized
(type-directed) partial evaluators.
The topic of partial evaluators came up in our previous research on constructive
versions of completeness theorems [Ili10]. These logical theorems establish the ad-
equacy of a given formal system to encode actual mathematical proofs. As it turns
out, and thanks to initial work on the link between normalization proofs and com-
pleteness of intuitionistic logic for Kripke models [CD97], the computational content
of proofs of intuitionistic completeness can be expressed by type-directed partial
evaluation algorithms [Dan96]. Having a rich theory of such algorithms in the the-
ory of programming languages, allowed to cover cases of constructive completeness
proofs that were beyond the previous state-of-the art in proof theory. More pre-
cisely, we now know how to partially evaluate (i.e. show constructively completeness
for) not only classical logic [Ili12], intuitionistic logic with disjunction [Ili13a], but
also simultaneous presence of delimited control operators and higher-type primitive
recursion [Ili13b, Ili14a] (the second citation is still in review).
The development of these logical meta-theorems was conducted formally, in the
Coq and Agda proof assistants. Since the formalized proofs are constructive, they
can be used to compute a proof transformation for every actual formalized argu-
ment. What this allows is to perform unwinding of actual mathematical proofs
more directly, by pushing the complexity of doing a manual double-negation trans-
formation (like done in the classic unwinding approach and used, for instance, by
Kohlenbach in his program of proof mining in analysis) into the realizability model,
that is, into the reduction mechanism of the proof assistant used.
Proof assistants are most well known for their use in the full formalization of com-
plex proofs, such as the four-color theorem [Gon08], the Kepler conjecture [Hal12],
or the Feit-Thompson theorem [GAA+13]. However, as far as proof unwinding is
concerned, one can in general avoid needing a fully formalized version of an actual
mathematical proof. It suffices to notice that lemmas that have a computationally
irrelevant form, such as Π01, can be simply assumed without proof. A more refined
analysis of computational relevance of formulas can be found in [SW12] where the
classes of so called definite and goal formulas are isolated. This allows to greatly de-
crease the burden of formalizing i.e. we are only dealing with partial formalization
which nonetheless contains as much of algorithmic content as a full formalization.
The important lesson that we learned from partial evaluation is that proofs need
not be interpreted uniformly, by ‘oracles’ such as bar recursion that work uniformly
(for example the realization of DNS by bar recursion is agnostic of the concrete
formula A in the instance of DNS). Rather, it is possible to specialize (i.e. partially
evaluate) proofs, even if they are highly ineffective, and, when one in addition uses
a proof assistant like Coq, the specialization of the (partially) formalized theorem
can become automatic. This is one of the principal advantages of our toolbox over
the old toolbox built on Herbrand’s theorem, ǫ-substitution, double-negation- and
A-translation, and functional interpretation: while unwinding, the mathematician
can concentrate on the essential parts of a proof rather than get lost in manual
proof transformations.
2.3. Type Isomorphisms. The final third method of our unwinding toolbox con-
cerns type isomorphisms. Mathematically, this notion is the same as the one of
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constructive cardinality of sets [MR88], saying not only that sets are of the same
size, but moreover that they have indistinguishable structure. In programming
languages theory, the notion allows to generalize the notion of type assigned to
a program, which allows to test more easily if a programs conforms to a formal
specification [Rit91].
The link that brings us to the study of type isomorphisms is Tarski’s high-
school algebra problem [BY04]. This basic question, asking whether the system
of eleven arithmetic equation taught in high-school suffices to derive all the true
equations between exponential polynomials, had taken some time to be answered
in mathematical logic. It turned out that the high-school system is not complete,
as shown by a counter-example of Wilkie in 1981 [Wil00], a true statement which
is not derivable by only using the eleven equations. Gurevicˇ further showed that
the system cannot be completed by any additional finite set of axioms [Gur90].
Now, by the Curry-Howard correspondence, formulas of intuitionistic logic can
be seen as types (conjunction correspond to products, disjunction to coproducts,
and implication to exponentials) and proofs of formulas can be seen as computer
programs of the corresponding type. Following the correspondence, one gets a
notion of strong equivalence, or formula isomorphism, from isomorphism of types.
A new correspondence is thus obtained: the language of formulas is the same as
the language of exponential polynomials—and, moreover—formula isomorphism
generalizes equality of exponential polynomials in the standard model of positive
natural numbers, that is
A ∼= B implies N+  A = B.
The link that one establishes in this way allows to use the rich theory on exponen-
tial polynomials to obtain proof theoretic results. For instance, Fiore, Di Cosmo,
and Balat, showed that the non-finite-axiomatizability result of Gurevicˇ also hold
for the theory of type isomorphism [FCB06]. Using results of Richardson, Martin,
Levitz, Wilkie, Macintyre, Henson and Gurevicˇ, the PI proved that although not
finitely axiomatizable, type i.e. formula isomorphism is recursively axiomatizable
and moreover decidable [Ili14b]. The value of this unexpected positive result is still
somewhat limited because the existence of a practical decision algorithm for type
isomorphism is open.
Nevertheless, even if the meta-theory of type isomorphism has remaining open
questions to be resolved, applications to proof theory are well under way. Recently,
the PI proposed a pseudo-normal form of types [Ili15], inspired by the decomposition
of the exponential function in exponential fields [Har10], called the exp-log normal
form, that allows to decompose the axioms of the notoriously non-local theory
of βη-equality for the lambda calculus with coproduct type. This equality can
be seen as the essence of identity of proofs for intuitionistic propositional logic
with disjunction. An extension to the first-order case has also been proposed in
a joint work with Brock-Nannestad [BNI16], where the normal form appears to
produce the first arithmetical hierarchy for formulas of intuitionistic logic that
copes with both quantifiers equally well; the only previously known hierarchy, the
one of Burr [Bur00], covers well only the universal quantifier. This has been a
long standing open problem for constructive logic, although for classical logic an
arithmetical hierarchy exists since the 1930s.
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3. Perspectives
Today, a paradigm change in proof unwinding is possible, thanks to the notions
from contemporary programming languages theory comprising our New Unwinding Toolbox.
These long-evolved techniques provide proof-theoretic simplifications of the order
that makes them more accessible even to non-specialists in proof theory.
The overall goal of this undertaking would be to exploit the full potential of
the novel toolbox and apply it, beyond logic itself, to proofs of landmark results
in number theory, combinatorics, and homotopy theory. In parallel, it would be
necessary to address the foundations of unwinding i.e. tackle long-standing open
questions in the foundations of constructive mathematics such as identity of proofs
and simplified computational interpretations of semi-intuitionistic principles. We
have thus two sets of objectives, work on applications and work on foundations.
Objective I — Applications of Proof Unwinding. The first set of objectives
concerns applications to areas that are important for the ‘working mathematician’,
that is, analysis, number theory, and combinatorics, as well as an application to
unwinding incompleteness theorems in logic. Objective I would be achieved by tack-
ling three more specific objectives, called perspectives : Perspective 1: Unwinding in Analysis Revisited,
Perspective 2: Unwinding in Number Theory and Combinatorics, and Perspective 3: Unwinding Incompleteness
Objective II — Foundations of Proof Unwinding. The second set of ob-
jectives concerns work on foundations of constructive mathematics that are both
necessary to guarantee the soundness of applying unwinding and as an update to the
current foundational theories. The two more specific objectives, or perspectives, to
be tackled are: Perspective 4: Identity of Proofs and Homotopy Type Theory and
Perspective 5: A Next Generation of Constructive Foundations.
The immediate effects of the project would be, on the one hand, to show that our
new proof theoretic methods can be used by the working mathematician to extract
numerical bounds and algorithms from prima facie ineffective proofs in analysis,
number theory, combinatorics, homotopy theory, and logic, and, on the other hand,
to update the current foundational theories of constructive mathematics with the
powerful computing abstractions that computational side-effects, partial evaluators
and type isomorphisms represent.
In the longer term, we can hope to see the streamlined proof unwinding method-
ology becoming an important toolbox across mathematics. We can also expect to
see a synergy of the objectives. For instance, not only would unwinding efforts
across mathematics become possible (Objective I), but, as the new constructive
foundations (Objective II) get adopted in the community working on proof assis-
tant systems, proof analysis and development would eventually be carried out even
more efficiently with the help of a proof assistant.
The approach to fulfilling the two objectives would be through carrying out the
five perspectives described in this section. We shall explain each one of the tasks in
the context of its proper state-of-the-art, objectives, methodology, and feasibility.
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3.1. Perspective 1: Unwinding in Analysis Revisited. Analysis is essentially
the only area of mainstream mathematics to have benefited from direct application
of proof unwinding techniques. In approximation theory, by using proof theory,
Kohlenbach and his collaborators have managed to obtain explicit moduli of unique-
ness, significantly better than previous ones, for best Chebyshev approximation, as
well as to obtain a first effective rate of strong unicity in the case of best approxima-
tion for the L1-norm [Koh93]. How this works is that first logical meta-theorems
are established [Koh05], which are on one hand general enough to be applicable
as analytic theorems, and on the other hand specific enough to enter in a class of
statements, such as the Π02-class of the arithmetical hierarchy, for which we know
by proof theory that explicit functions or existence witnesses can be extracted.
Moreover, such general logical meta-theorems are not only good for extracting nu-
merical data from concrete proofs, but also for analyzing whether a known analytic
theorem has optimal form. For instance, in the fixed point theory for functions of
contractive type, one does not only get effective quantitative forms of theorems,
but one can often also relax the compactness assumption for the metric space.
Why, then, when Kohlenbach’s proof mining approach is already successful, do
we propose a perspective on proof unwinding of analysis? There are two reasons.
The first one is methodological: our form of unwinding has not been applied outside
of logic, and proof mining provides the perfect test bed to make it grow up in the
‘real world’. Second, even if we cannot pretend to analytic skills of the level of the
ones present in mining, we do believe that the general logical meta-theorems can
be unwound in a simpler way; this could lead to better extracted bounds even if we
use the exact same analytic machinery as in mining.
To explain the difference and simplification mentioned, we briefly explain how
the meta-theorems are established right now. The core is to show that in classical
logic, and in presence of additional axioms for induction and choice, like the weak
Ko˝nig’s lemma, one can turn the ∀∃ quantifier combination from ∀x∃yA0(x, y),
where A0 is a quantifier-free formula, into an explicit recursive function f such
that ∀xA0(x, f(x)). One can further extend this to formulas beyond the strict
class Π02 and allow for instance any number of additional hypotheses of form Π
0
1.
But, to obtain the recursive functions f , which, as explained before in the sec-
tion Computational Side-Effects, needs an a priori generally recursive definition
schema, one first has to transform by the double-negation translation all proofs of
the original proof system (Peano arithmetic + axiom of choice) into proofs of a
(semi-)intuitionistic system. This is a non-local transformation of proofs, and in
particular the meaning of formulas can be changed by the transformation (hence
the restriction to the Π02-class of formulas). Once a (semi-)intuitionistic proof is ob-
tained, one can use Go¨del’s functional interpretation to obtain a higher-type prim-
itive recursive function, possibly also needing Spector’s generally-recursive schema
of bar recursion. Actually, more redefined versions of the Dialectica interpretation
(monotone and bounded variants) and of bar recursion are used in practice.
Now, what our approach offers is first to push the technical complexity of the
double negation translation into the realizability model based on computational
side-effects (ex. control operators). Since these notions have a well-studied opera-
tional semantics, one can perform a more direct reduction of a proof to a program
or a more direct reading off of witnesses (numeric bounds). With the additional
help of a proof assistant like Coq, this can be further automatized.
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In addition, thanks to the reasons already explained in section Computational Side-Effects,
our unwinding method makes it likely that in fact a pure system T witnessing
terms can be extracted from any concrete proof, circumventing bar-recursion-like
schemata altogether.
A third, orthogonal, improvement to the extraction process will be offered by
use of richer data-types for extracted programs and bounds. Traditionally, one only
uses the ‘negative’ function and product types. Although these can encode ‘positive’
types (for instance, sum types ρ+σ can be encoded by (N→ ρ)×(N→ σ)), encoding
leads to an increase of the degree of the type. Simpler and more natural realizers can
thus be extracted from disjunction and other inductively defined positive predicates.
Feasibility for Perspective 1. We will need to cope with semi-intuitionistic principles
that we have not treated before, notably the weak Ko˝nig’s lemma and the indepen-
dence of premise schema. For these, we plan to use Computational Side-Effects,
like we have done previously for the open induction principle: the fan theorem, a
positive version of the weak Ko˝nig lemma, is implied by open induction. At the level
of realizers, it will be necessary to use Type Isomorphisms to handle extensionality.
The risk for handling the logical part (meta-theorems) is moderate, hence it is
possible to propose this for a subject of a PhD thesis. As for obtaining better
bounds that the ones already obtained in proof mining, the risk is higher; in fact, it
would be a success even if we manage to obtain the same bounds, since this would
mean that our toolbox is ready to be used in the following, Perspective 2.
3.2. Perspective 2: Unwinding in Number Theory and Combinatorics. In
this task, we should bring in our New Unwinding Toolbox to bear on highly non-
effective proofs from number theory and combinatorics. The concrete goals will be
to unwind landmark proofs in these areas, but what we see as equally important is to
arrive at a situation where a sufficiently interesting intersection of proof theory and
the application domain area is recognized. This kind of objective is only possible
through a combination of expertise, and for its carrying out, it would be appropriate
to engage two post-doctoral researchers, one in each application domain.
In number theory, we would intend to unwind Thue-Siegel-Roth’s theorem on
Diophantine approximations. Saying that an algebraic irrational number has only
finitely many exceptionally good rational number approximations, this Σ2 state-
ment has first been tackled upon by Kreisel and Macintyre [KM82] using technol-
ogy for obtaining Herbrand terms. However the combinatorial explosion arising
from use of Herbrand’s theorem apparently did not allow to obtain useful bounds
on the number of rational approximations, and only Luckhardt [Luc89] managed
to limit the growth of Herbrand terms in order to obtain such a bound. This
bound is essentially the same as the one obtained by Bombieri and van der Poorten
[BVdP88].
In this case, even more advanced existing technology like Go¨del’s functional
interpretation has not been applied. We suspect this is the case because, in or-
der to apply it, one would first need to perform a double-negation translation of
an actual proof of Thue-Siegel-Roth into a semi-intuitionistic theory—something
possible to do in principle, but given the sophistication of the original proof, its
translation would be an order of magnitude more complex. We propose thus to
treat it directly using our approach with computational side-effects, i.e. without
a preliminary double-negation translation followed by a functional interpretation.
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Technically, our approach can be seen as a version of the so called modified realiz-
ability technique but where the language of realizers is enriched to contain delimited
control operators.
In combinatorics, we would intend to unwind Szemere´di’s theorem saying that
every subset of the natural numbers with positive upper density contains arith-
metic progressions of arbitrary length. Conjectured by Erdo˝s and Tura´n in 1936,
this statement was only proved by Szemere´di in 1975 by an ingenious and com-
plex combinatorial argument. In 1977, Furstenberg provided a proof using ergodic
theory. The interest in giving a better proof of this theorem is still ongoing, and
applications include for instance the recent work of Green and Tao on arbitrary
long arithmetic progressions in the prime numbers [GT08].
We first intend to address an important special case of the theorem, the van der
Waerden theorem, saying that if we use a finite number of colors to color the natural
numbers, then there is at least one color containing arbitrarily long arithmetic
progressions. The current upper bound for van der Waerden’s number W (k, r),
where r is the number of colors and k is the requested length of an arithmetic
progression, was obtained via Szemere´di’s theorem and is due to Gowers [Gow01].
What is intriguing in this subject is that the upper bounds appear to be heavy
overestimates: for instance, the bound for W (3, 3) is of the order of 1014616, while
the exact value is 27.
Girard has previously analyzed Furstenberg and Weiss’s proof of van der Waer-
den’s theorem using cut elimination [Gir87]. But, the bound that he arrived at was
essentially the same upper bound obtained by Furstenberg and Weiss [Mac05]. We
could attack the problem by using our modified realizability based on computa-
tional side-effects and attempt to partially evaluate the latest available proofs for
Szemere´di’s and van der Waerden’s theorem—that would avoid the need for having
a fully formalized proof on hand.
Feasibility for Perspective 2. Although the statements of the mentioned theorems in
number theory and combinatorics are arithmetical, their proofs are not arithmetical.
The risk for the objectives of this task is to cope with the highly non-effective
nature of proofs, as well as their considerable complexity (see Szemere´di’s diagram
of lemmas from his proof in [Sze75]). After all, proofs of the corresponding theorems
have brought Fields medals to both Roth and Szemere´di. The main proof theoretic
question is which kind of ideal principles are at the core of arguments and can
we provide a direct constructive justification for them. Sometimes, as in the case
of Kruskal’s theorem, another statement of Ramsey theory, the link to the open
induction principle (analyzed previously in joint work with Nakata [IN14]) turns
out to be direct [Vel01].
We intend to use proof assistant technology and partial formalization to cope
with the complexity of proofs. Concerning mathematical risk, given a choice of
motivated post-doctoral researchers to work on this topics, I would say that it is
medium. Work on ergodic theory done in the previous Perspective 1: Unwinding in Analysis Revisited
would serve as preparatory work and would help to further mitigate the risk. This
task demands more resources than the other ones.
3.3. Perspective 3: Unwinding Incompleteness Theorems. A statement is
said to be independent from a theory if it can neither be proved nor disproved from
the axioms of the theory. The incompleteness phenomenon is the fact that for any
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theory, under the assumption that it is consistent, there exist statements that are in-
dependent of the theory. One might wonder what is the nature of these statements,
and whether they are relevant in practice. Indeed, the first such statement discov-
ered by Go¨del in 1931 has an ‘artificial’ flavor since it encodes the Epimenides’ liar
paradox. But, later, natural examples from Ramsey theory have been found, first
by Paris and Harrington [PH77], and include important results like Kruskal’s tree
theorem. Finding concrete mathematical incompleteness statements is nowadays a
fruitful field of research led by Friedman [Fri15].
However, what we find especially interesting is the limit at which a statement
starts to become independent from a theory. This phenomenon, called phase tran-
sition by analogy to thermodynamics, happens when the provability of a theorem,
taking a rational number as parameter, depends on the value of this rational pa-
rameter. For instance, a parametrized version of Kruskal’s theorem can be provable
in Peano arithmetic (PA) below a certain value of the parameter, and becomes in-
dependent above that value—this is in fact a real number, often found by use of
analytic combinatorics, and provides a measure of the strength of the axiom system.
Phase transitions are a research program led by Weiermann [Wei05].
In this task, we propose to develop a method for unwinding incompleteness
theorems and phase transition phenomena based on programming language theory.
The idea is that an incompleteness theorem, PA 6⊢ ⊥ → PA 6⊢ Con(PA), saying that
no consistent formal system (in this case, Peano arithmetic (PA)) can prove its own
consistency, can be rephrased positively as PA ⊢ Con(PA) → PA ⊢ ⊥. Translated
in programming languages terms, PA ⊢ Con(PA) expresses the possibility of writing
an interpreter for Go¨del’s system T inside system T itself—that is, a self-interpreter.
Self-interpreters have not only been studied in programming languages theory, but
they are a standard way to bootstrap a compiler for a programming language.
Nevertheless, self-interpreters are usually written for a Turing-complete lan-
guages like Scheme and ones without a strong typing discipline. If one adds a
type system on top of Scheme one can retrieve system T in its λ-calculus formu-
lation. There are recent intriguing results on typed self-interpreters. Brown and
Palsberg have recently constructed the first typed self-interpreter [BP15]; their tar-
get was Girard’s system U, and this is still ‘acceptable’, since system U is known
to be inconsistent as a logical system. But, their latest result concerns Girard’s
system Fω [BP], which is a higher-order logic and considered to be consistent.
In this task, we would first investigate whether it is possible to construct a self-
interpreter for system T. For the purpose of the paper [Ili14a], we have already
developed a formally verified interpreter for system T+ inside Martin-Lo¨f type
theory. Since this type theory has a realizability model based on system T, one
comes close to having a self-interpreter. We would also have to study the recent
results of Brown and Palsberg, and attempt to retrieve their result for system Fω
in system T.
Feasibility for Perspective 3. The proposed methodology involves a frontal attack
on consistency of PA. Although the risk is high, the fact that the prior works of
Brown and Palsberg, and the PI, all involve formally checked proofs, gives us some
confidence. If our effort succeeds, the gain one may have will be equally high as the
risk. But, even if it turns out to be impossible to write a typed self-interpreter for
T, we can aim to obtain solid results on interpreting Weiermann’s phase transition,
and hence characterizing the strength of a formal system, in terms of notions that
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are equally natural from the point of view of computation as analytic combinatorics
are.
3.4. Perspective 4: Identity of Proofs and Homotopy Type Theory. For-
mal proofs are combinatorial objects meant to encode a fully correct mathematical
argument, going down to the smallest details, but that makes it difficult to spot
the most essential parts of an arguments. Curiously, finding “criteria of simplicity,
or proof of the greatest simplicity of certain proofs” was already part of Hilbert’s
program, who even planned to include it as the 24th in his famous list of open
problems [Thi03]. In particular, Hilbert asked for a procedure to decide when two
given proof are essentially the same. This problem known as identity of proofs is
still open [Dosˇ03].
In this task, we would start by tackling the identity of proofs for constructive
logic, before proceeding to a vast generalization of it, the computational interpreta-
tion of Voevodsky’s univalence axiom in homotopy type theory [Coq14] in the case
when the underlying definitional equality has been strengthened to decide identity
of proofs i.e. to convertibility modulo isomorphism for dependent types.
For intuitionistic propositional logic, the difficulty of deciding identity of proofs
comes from the simultaneous presence of disjunction and implication. Nevertheless,
if we follow the analogy between formulas, types, and exponential polynomials,
explained in section Type Isomorphisms, we can re-express the problem precisely
as that of the effective decidability of the βη-equational theory for the lambda
calculus with coproducts. We have recently proposed a first step in this direction
by showing how to decompose the equational theory for terms, by the use of the
exp-log normal form for types in order to enlarge the βη-congruence classes of
terms [Ili15] (in review).
This exp-log normal form of types is extensible to the first-order case, when the
quantifiers ∀ and ∃ are also present. Namely, recent work with Brock-Nannestad
[BNI16] shows that it leads to an intuitionistic arithmetical hierarchy, a classifica-
tion of formulas that was elusive for intuitionistic logic, even though it has existed
for classical logic since the 1930’s where it is at the basis of results like the com-
pleteness theorem.
A further question is whether we can make the technique work for dependent
types, an extension of the first-order case. Martin-Lo¨f Type Theory has dependent
types which allow it to have special treatment of equality. Basic equality between
elements a, a′ of a type A is encoded by the identity type for A, IdA(a, a
′). Identity
of proofs in this context means extending the notion of definitional (computational)
equality to cope with η-equality for coproducts (and other inductive types).
Pursuing generalization even further, we can talk about identity between proofs
of identity, IdIdA(p, p
′), that, in turn, endows ever type A with the structure of a
groupoid. Iterating this construction, IdIdId
··· IdA
, allows to show that every type A is
in fact endowed with the structure of an∞-groupoid [HS98]. Using Grothendieck’s
correspondence between ∞-groupoids and homotopy types has led Voevodsky to
give a homotopy theoretic interpretation of type theory in his model based on
simplicial sets [KLV12]. This model satisfies Voevodsky’s univalence axiom, gener-
alizing identity of proofs, and specializing to: equality at the level of propositions,
bijection at the level of sets, categorical equivalence at the level of groupoids, etc.
Adding this axiom on top of Martin-Lo¨f’s type theory produces homotopy type
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theory, which is a logical system formalizing the univalent foundations of mathe-
matics [Uni13].
What we propose to do is to build the convertibility of proof terms modulo
type isomorphism into the definitional equality of Martin-Lo¨f and homotopy type
theory. An identity type then gets to cover equality between terms of a whole class
of isomorphic types instead of only one type. We hope that in this way it will
be possible to strengthen the notion of transport of structures and to show that
important special cases of the univalence axioms satisfy a simple computational
interpretation. The only existing computational interpretation of homotopy type
theory appears in the effective version of the simplicial set model [BCH14] and
works for the standard (restricted) notion of identity type.
Feasibility for Perspective 4. The univalence axiom is known to imply a form of
full functional extensionality in type theory. Given that extensionality of functions
in general is undecidable, the risk for extending the computational interpretation
for the univalence axiom defined over the notion of identity types strengthened to
work modulo isomorphism is high. Nevertheless, by strengthening the underlying
definitional equality of the type theory, we hope to diminish the need for resorting to
full functional extensionality and even address important special cases of univalence
more simply than before.
As concerns the identity of proofs for the propositional and first-order case,
based on our preliminary investigations of this area, we would say that the risk is
moderate.
3.5. Perspective 5: A Next Generation of Constructive Foundations. This
task would serve as an umbrella for more specific but important problems that need
to be tackled in the foundations of constructive mathematics, as well as an umbrella
collecting the foundational implications of the previous four tasks of this chapter.
For instance, we already know that axioms which are independent of intuitionistic
logic like double negation shift can be safely added to intuitionistic systems, but we
have to establish the outer limits of the potential given by Computational Side-Effects.
We need to develop direct computational interpretations of principles arising from
the work in constructive reverse mathematics, such as the equivalent forms of the
open induction principle [Vel14], the extension of our work [IN14] to Baire space,
and novel versions of Markov’s principle [FIN15].
Another important topic will be to provide a direct constructive proof of Good-
man’s theorem. This theorem says that the axiom of choice presents a conservative
extension of higher type Heyting arithmetic concerning arithmetical formulas; for
the meta-theory of constructive mathematics, it plays the role that Hilbert’s ǫ-
elimination theorems play for the proof theory of classical logic. There has recently
been renewed interest about this old result of Goodman by other researchers as
well [Koh99, Coq13].
A third important topic will be to find practical decision algorithms for type iso-
morphism. As explain in the section Type Isomorphisms, although a decidability re-
sult holds for type isomorphisms [Ili14b], thanks to prior work of Richardson [Ric69]
and Macintyre [Mac81], it is not clear at the moment whether a (practical) decision
algorithm can be constructed. Arriving at such an algorithm would not only be
useful for proof theory, but also for symbolic computation.
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Finally, we would like to interact with the researchers working on proof assistant
systems like Coq. The logical cores of proof assistants are lagging behind contempo-
rary proof theory. For instance, program extraction from proofs in a state-of-the-art
proof assistants such as Coq relies on the simplest possible realizability interpre-
tation, the so called modified realizability interpretation of Kreisel. Integrating
the techniques from the New Unwinding Toolbox would be beneficial for users of
proof assistants because it would allow for easier formalization of many apparently
ineffective proofs.
3.5.1. Feasibility for Perspective 5. The main challenge for this task is that, when
we are interpreting semi-intuitionistic principles, we are working at the limit of
computability: our realizability models for the classical axiom of choice refute the
internal (formal) version of Church’s thesis, but the external weak Church’s rule still
holds [Ili14a] (in review). It is thus hard to predict upfront how far the outer limits
of constructive foundations can be extended. As concerns Goodman’s theorem, we
think the risk involved is not very high, since after all this result has been establish
by non-direct methods. Finally, the risk on finding a practical algorithm deciding
type isomorphism is hard to estimate; but even if we manage to find ones that only
work for special cases, the benefits could spread also beyond proof theory.
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